This paper describes the effects of a complex scalar scaling field on quantum mechanics. The field origin is an extension of the gauge freedom for basis choice in gauge theories to the underlying scalar field. The extension is based on the idea that the value of a number at one space time point does not determine the value at another point. This, combined with the description of mathematical systems as structures of different types, results in the presence of separate number fields and vector spaces as structures, at different space time locations. Complex number structures and vector spaces at each location, are scaled by a complex space time dependent scaling factor. The effect of this scaling factor on several physical and geometric quantities has been described in other work. Here the emphasis is on quantum mechanics of one and two particles, their states and properties. Multiparticle states are also briefly described. The effect shows as a complex, nonunitary, scalar field connection on a fiber bundle description of nonrelativistic quantum mechanics. The lack of physical evidence for the presence of this field so far means that the coupling constant of this field to fermions is very small. It also means that the gradient of the field must be very small in a local region of cosmological space and time. Outside this region there are no restrictions on the field gradient.
Introduction
The relationship between mathematics and physics at a basic level is of much interest to many. It was most clearly raised some time ago by Wigner in a paper on "The unreasonable effectiveness of mathematics in the natural sciences" [1] . This work resulted in much discussion about the relationship [2, 3] . There was also the suggestion that physics is mathematics [4] .
These ideas led to work towards a coherent theory of mathematics and physics together in which physics and mathematics are treated together as a coherent whole [5, 6] . The origin of continuing work on this topic [7, 8] was based on gauge theory considerations. The mathematical setup for these theories consists of vector spaces associated with each point of a space time manifold. Unitary connections between these spaces express the concept, based on work by Yang and Mills [9] , of the freedom of choice of bases in vector spaces.
This work is based on an extension of the freedom of basis choice in vector spaces to the freedom of number value choice for the underlying scalar fields. The choice freedom is based on the observation that the value of a number at one space time point does not determine the value of the same number at another point. This results in the extension of gauge theory to include separate scalar fields associated with the vector spaces at each space time point.
This localization of scalar fields follows from the representation of mathematical systems, such as vector spaces and scalar fields, as mathematical structures and relations between the structures [10, 11, 12] . Structures consist of a base set, a few basic operations and relations, and none or a few constants. They satisfy axioms relevant to the system type being considered. It can be shown that, for each number type, there exist many different structures that differ from one another by scaling factors. It follows that base set elements, as numbers, do not have intrinsic, structure independent values. They have different values in different scaled structures. This fact and the choice freedom of number values at different locations results in the existence of separate local scaled number structures at each point.
The scaling used here is linear in that the sum of two scaled numbers equals the scaling of the sum of the numbers. This type of scaling has recently been generalized to nonlinear scaling of number structures [13] .
The additional complexity of this type of scaling makes it difficult to apply it to different areas of physics. These applications are work for the future.
Relations between number structures at different locations are implemented by a scalar scaling field. The value of the field at each location is the scaling factor for the number structure at each point. The field is not unitary as it is the product of a real factor and a phase factor.
In earlier work extension of gauge theory to include the effect of the scaling scalar field was described. The effect of the scaling field and use of local scaled number structures was extended to briefly describe some other physical and geometric quantities [7, 8] . In this work the emphasis is on quantum mechanical quantities for one, two, and multiparticle systems. The definition of the scaling field is extended to apply to entangled states of two or more particles.
Fiber bundles [14, 15] have been much used in physics. They have been used to describe gauge theories [16, 17] and nonrelativistic quantum mechanics [18, 19, 20, 21, 22] . The quantum descriptions include an introductory description [20] , a detailed mathematical development [21] and descriptions in which symmetry groups and semigroups serve as the base space [19, 22] . This paper uses fiber bundles to describe the effect of a scaling scalar field on one, two, and multiparticle quantum systems in nonrelativistic quantum mechanics. The description includes the effect of the field on multiparticle spatially entangled states. The plan of the paper is to first describe the scaling of scalar fields and vector spaces. This is done in the next section. Local representations of these and other structures at each point of a space or space time manifold are conveniently described by use of fiber bundles. These are described in Section 3. The bundle fibers are large in that they contain sufficient scaled mathematical structures to describe some aspects of quantum mechanics. In earlier work that was not based on fiber bundles [7, 23] , mathematical universes or the mathematics available to observers were the equivalent of fibers at different locations.
The scalar scaling field is introduced in the next section on connections. The field is complex valued since it acts on Hilbert spaces and on complex numbers as a scalar base for the Hilbert spaces. Section 5 describes some aspects of the use of fiber bundles in quantum mechanics. The three subsections discuss one, two, and multiparticle particle states. The discussion includes entangled two and multiparticle states. The fiber bundles are used to describe a projection of a wave packet onto the bundle fibers. This is followed by the use of the scaling field connections to map the projected wave packet to a fiber at an arbitrary reference location. Without the localization, the implied space integration of the wave packet amplitudes is undefined. An expansion of the definition of the connection for single particle states to accommodate two and multiparticle states is described.
The discussion section 6 concludes the paper. Some justification for the localization of quantum mechanics is given. Also coupling and cosmological limitations on the scalar scaling field are noted.
Scaling of scalar and vector space structures
One begins with the observation that mathematical systems of different types can be represented as different structures [10, 11, 12] . A structure consists of a base set of elements and a few basic operations, relations, and constants. The structure is required to satisfy a set of axioms relevant to the structure type being considered. In addition there are maps and operations between structures of different types. Examples of such maps are scalar vector multiplication and norms of vectors in vector spaces.
Number structures
Number structures of different types are important examples of scalar structures. These structures can all be scaled. The types include the natural numbers, integers, and rational, real, and complex numbers. In addition mathematical structures that include numbers in their descriptions can also be scaled. This includes vector spaces, operator algebras, and group representations. Here the discussion will be limited to complex numbers and vector spaces with complex numbers as the associated scalars.
A structure for the complex number field is
This structure satisfies the axioms for an algebraically closed field of characteristic 0 plus axioms for complex conjugation [24] .
In order to describe scaling it is important to distinguish the base set elements of a structure from the values or meaning they have in a structure. By themselves, base set elements have no intrinsic value. The values they get depend on the structure containing them. Here many different complex number structures that differ by scaling factors will be considered. It follows that a value of a base set element will depend on the scaling factor for the structure containing it.
To describe this in more detail, it is useful to distinguish two types of structures: a value structure and different representation structures. For complex numbers the structureC of Eq. 1 represents a complex number value structure. The abstract elements of the base set , C, and constants, 0 and 1 have meaning as number values. The four field operations and complex conjugation also have meaning. Elements of C will always be referred to as complex number values. This distinguishes them from elements of the base set of representation structures. They are referred to as complex numbers. Also structures are distinguished from base sets by an overline. For example C is the base set of the structureC.
The many complex number representation structures are distinguished from the value structures by the scaling factor used as a subscript. For complex scaling factors, s and t, the associated scaled structures,C s andC t are given byC
Here C t and C s are the same sets of numbers. However the value of a given element of C t is different than its value in C s because it belongs to a different complex number structure. Numbers in the base set can be represented in the form a t . This represents the number in C t inC t that has value a inC. 0 t , 1 t and 0 s , 1 s are examples of this.
Value maps of the components of representation structures onto the value structure,C, illustrate some properties of numbers and their values. Let a s and a t be numbers in C s = C t . Let v s and v t be value maps ofC s andC t ontoC. The two numbers, a s and a t , have the same value, a. However they are different numbers. This can be seen from
and
This equation holds of s and t are exchanged. The relations between the base set numbers, a s , and a t and their values in different structures are shown in Figure 1 . The figure shows clearly that a s and a t are different numbers even though they have the same value in their respective structures.
The action of v t on the components ofC t is given by
This definition holds for v s andC s with t replaced everywhere by s. This definition shows that the value functions are all bijections. As such they have inverses. For each s, v s . This definition is closer to that in [13] . So far valuations of the different number structures, such asC t andC s have been described. What is needed is a relative valuation of the components of one structure as a function of the components of another structure. This will be much used later on. This is achieved by a map of the components ofC t onto those ofC s such that Eq. 4 is satisfied. Let Z 
Here t s and s s are the numbers in C s that have s values, t and s, inC. Note that Z t s is the identity map on the base set. This follows from Eq. 4 The properties of complex conjugation are also satisfied in that
Note one must include here the complex conjugation of the factor multiplying the multiplication operator. Also one has
It follows from this and the bijective property of v s that
Some specific examples will help to make clearer some of the properties of the scaled complex number structures. The first example is for complex numbers that are also real rational numbers. Values of these numbers will have the usual decimal form, such as 12.47. Let t = 43. 1 
The above description of the effects of number scaling uses a representation of numbers as a t where a is the value of the number inC t . This representation is rather abstract as it makes no connection between numbers and other types of number representations that are more in tune with the usual usage.
An example is the representation of numbers based on finite strings over an alphabet, a, b, · · · , j with a < b < · · · , < j. Add two elements, +, −, and a point to the alphabet. These strings with lexicographic linear ordering, represent a big subset of the rational numbers in the fixed point representation. Examples of strings ar df a.ggi and a.aaf gdh.
In order to assign rational number values to these strings, two choices are needed: the element to have the value 0 and the element to have the value 1. Let the string a.aa and equivalents 1 have the value 0. The usual choice for the string to have the value 1 is b.a and equivalents. However any other choice is possible. The choice determines the scaling factor. For example, let the string dbf.aag have the value 1. Then the scaling factor, t, is the value of dbf.aag in the usual structure. This value is 215.006.
The strings can be used to define scaled complex number structures where the scaling factor is rational. For example the string dbf.aag is the number 1 t in the structureC t . Also v t (dbf.aag) = 1. The value of any other string, such as −a.jjhgbi inC t , is given by
C 1 is the usual structure in which b.a has the value 1. In this structure, v 1 (dbf.aag) = 215.006. From this one has,
Also v t (b.a) = 1/215.006. These representations show that an individual string has no intrinsic value. Its value depends on the structure containing it. For example, the string, b.a has value 1 inC 1 , and value 1/215.006 inC t . This scaling dependence extends to real numbers as infinite alphabet strings or equivalence classes of Cauchy [25] sequences of Dedekind cuts of rational number strings, and to complex numbers as pairs of real numbers. If ψ and φ are infinite alphabet strings or Cauchy sequences of rational numbers and t and s are complex number values, then the value of ψ + t iφ inC t , relative to that inC s is given by
Vector spaces
As noted before, number scaling affects types of mathematical structures whose description includes maps to scalars, Vector spaces with norms or scalar products and vector scalar multiplication are examples of such structures. Because of these maps, vector space structures should not be considered in isolation. Instead the associated scalar structure should be included.
As an example letC ×V be a combined scalar vector space structure. IfV is a normed vector space, thenV = {V, ±, ·, |f |, f }
Here |f | denotes the real valued norm inC, the dot denotes multiplication of vectors inV by scalar values inC, and f is an arbitrary vector. Hilbert spaces, with |f | replaced by g|f , are examples. Tangent spaces, over a geometric manifold are associated with real scalars. Number scaling affects bothC andV . For each scaling factor, s, the corresponding scalar vector space structure pair isC
Here the distinction between number and number value structures is applied to vector spaces.V is assumed to be a vector value structure and structures,V s , are vector structures. Vectors in V s are represented by f s where f is the vector value for f s . That is v s (f s ) = f. 
As was the case for the scalar structures, the scaling of the components ofV t s is not arbitrary. It is done so that the validity of the relevant axioms is preserved under scaling. The definition of value maps, used for complex numbers, can be applied to vector space components. Examples are 
Fiber Bundles
As was noted in the introduction, fiber bundles have been used as a framework to describe quantum systems in nonrelativistic quantum theory [18] - [22] . Here they are used to describe the effects of a scalar scaling field on some simple properties of quantum systems. The use of Euclidean space as the base space of the bundles, and local mathematical systems at each base space point, enables the local description of nonlocal properties, such as those described by space integrals and derivatives (as local limits of nonlocal properties), of quantum systems. A fiber bundle [14, 15] is a triple, E, π, M where E is the total space, π is a projection of E onto M and M is the base space. The inverse map, π −1 , maps points of M onto fibers in E. Since M is a flat space in this work, the fiber bundle is a product bundle, M × F, π, M . F is the fiber and π −1 (x) is a copy of F at x. Here earlier work [8, 26] on including scalars and other mathematical structures with vector spaces in the fibers is used. Justification for this localization is based on an extension of the localization of vector spaces used in gauge theories to scalar fields.
The argument for localization of scalar fields, such as complex numbers, is similar to that of Yang Mills [9] for localization of vector spaces. The position taken here is that the value of a number at one point of space time does not determine the value of the same number at another point. This position, combined with the observation that the values or meaning of the base set numbers are determined by the structure containing them, leads to separate scalar field structures at each space time point.
The structures are distinguished by scaling factors. For complex number structures, the scaling factors are complex. The fiber bundle for the scaled complex numbers and vector spaces has the fiber, F, defined by
HereV s is a scaled vector space withC s the associated scaled scalar field. The union is over all scaling factors, s, as values inC. The fiber at x is defined by
The mathematical structures in the fiber at x are considered to be local structures because they are associated with the point, x. In this work the fiber contents will be expanded as needed. The fiber can include scaled structures for different types of numbers, different vector spaces, such as Hilbert spaces and products of these spaces. It 2 There is another representation ofV t s in which the vectors do not scale. This isV t s = {V, ±s, (s/t)·s, (t/s)|fs|s, fs}. This is not used here because the equivalence between n dimensional vector spaces andC n (orR n ) fails for thisV t s .V t s is not equivalent to (C n ) t s or to (R n ) t s .)
can also include a representation of M. A representation of M at each point x of M is defined by a coordinate chart φ x where
Here R n x is a coordinate representation of M . Also n = 3 (Euclidean) or n = 4 (space time). The charts in the family, {φ x : xǫM }, are consistent in that for any two points x, y and any point z in M, there are tuples, r 
In addition, r n x must be a tuple of the same numbers in R n x as r n y is in R n y . The fiber bundle with the contents described so far is given by
The fiber at x is given by
The bundle, CVR ∪ , is a principal fiber bundle in that the structures,C s ×V s at the different levels, s, are equivalent. No value of s is preferable over another. This supported by the presence of a structure group W CV whose elements act freely and transitively on the structures at any fiber level, s, [17] . This is seen from the action of any element W CV,d of the structure group where
Note that W CV,d does not act on R n as it is not scaled. Space and time dependent scaling of scalar and vector structures is accounted for by introduction of a smooth scalar scaling field, g, on M . For each x in M, g(x) is a complex number value inC. The field g defines paths, Q g , on the fiber bundle, with one path for each value of s The paths are structure valued in that, for each
. If s = 1 which is the main case of interest,
Scalar or vector fields, ψ sg , as sections on the fiber bundle, are defined by the requirement that for each
. Since the results are independent of s, s = 1 will be assumed in the following. The special case of no scaling has g(x) = 1 everywhere. Then the field, ψ, is a level section on the bundle.
Connections
The fact that for each x, ψ g (x) is a scalar or vector in the fiber at x, creates a problem in that one cannot directly define integrals or derivatives of these fields over M . The reason is that these operations require mathematical addition or subtraction of field components in different fibers. These operations are not defined between fibers. They are defined only for structures at the same scaling level within a fiber. This is remedied by the use of connections to parallel transport field components between fibers at different locations. In gauge theory the connections, as elements of a unitary gauge group, express the freedom to choose bases for the vector spaces at each point of M [9, 27] . Here the connections, as elements of the group, GL(1, C), express the freedom to choose scaling factors for complex number and vector space structures at each point of M .
The purpose of a connection is to transport a field value ψ g (y), as a scalar or vector inC
in the fiber at y, to a value that can be combined with the value of ψ g (x) in the fiber at x. This is clearly needed because integrals or derivatives on M require combinations of field values in different fibers. The connection that enables the combination of ψ g (y) with ψ g (x) has both horizontal and vertical components. The horizontal component maps ψ g (y) to the same scalar or vector inC
in the fiber at x. The vertical component maps this vector to a scalar or vector inC
g(x),x . Here these scaled structures are given by Eqs. 7 and 11.
This can be expressed explicitly by defining the connection map C g (x, y) by
Here ψ g (y) y x is the same scalar or vector inC
, and ψ g (y) x is the same scalar or vector inC
with values g(y) and g(x). In the following, to avoid clutter, the subscripts, g(x) will be suppressed from expressions with the scaling field, g. If needed by the context, they will be inserted.
If
A Taylor expansion has been used here on g(x + d µ x). It must be emphasized that this is a simplified description of the effect of the connection that skips over some details. The connection can also be defined as the product of a pair of operators on the scalar and vector structures. Define the structure operator, W g (x, y) by
This operator is an isomorphism that transports structures at level ds in the fiber at y to the structures at the same level, ds, in the fiber at x. The components in in the transported structures are the same as they are in the original structures. Numbers or vectors in the sets, C y or V y , are mapped to the same numbers or vectors in C x or V x . Here s = g(x) and t = ds = g(y).
The operator Z ds s of Eq. 6 is used to mapC
gives,
The components ofC ds s,x andV ds s,x are given by Eqs. 6 and 11. Eq. 20 follows directly from these results. It will be useful to represent g as the exponential of a pair of real scalar fields α(x), β(x) as in
In this case,
This result is obtained by use of a Taylor expansion of γ(x+d µ x) followed by an expansion of the exponential to first order. The vector field, Γ is the gradient of γ. Here Γ is a complex vector field as in
where A and B are gradients of the scalar α and β fields.
Quantum Mechanics
Quantum mechanics provides many instructive examples to see the use of the scaling field, g in the description of localized quantum entities. These include single and multiparticle wave functions as integrals over space and momentum, kinetic energy operators as space derivatives, and two body interaction potentials. As noted earlier, justification for the localization of quantum entities is based on the observation that the value of a number at one point of space time does not determine the value of the same number at another point. As noted in Section 3 this leads to separate scaled scalar field structures at each space time point.
The structures are distinguished by scaling factors. For complex number structures, the scaling factors are complex.
Much of the earlier work, such as that in [23, 7] , applies this space time dependence of values of numbers to other areas of physics. This includes all quantities whose description includes rational, real, or complex numbers. It necessarily requires the localization of the description of physical quantities since the space time dependence of number values requires the localization of the number structures.
Here this localization is applied to quantum mechanical quantities. The manifold, M, will be taken to be three dimensional Euclidean space for nonrelativistic quantum mechanics.
Single particle quantum mechanics

Position Space representation
As is well known, a single particle wave packet, ψ can be represented by an integral as in ψ = ψ(y)|y dy.
Here ψ is a vector in a Hilbert space,H, with ψ(y) a complex number inC. The integral is over all of M . In this representation,H andC, as mathematical structures, and ψ are not associated with any space locations or regions.
As was noted, the space dependence of the values of complex numbers requires that this description be localized to one based on the local mathematical structures. The fiber bundle framework already discussed is useful for this purpose.
A suitable fiber bundle for these states is,
The fiber at each point
For each complex scaling value, c,H c is a Hilbert space suitable for expressing wave packet states as integrals over R 3 . Here R 3 = φ(M ) is a chart representation of M . The lifting of the wave packet state, ψ of Eq. 29 to an integral over R 3 as a state inH c is an example. In this case, the lifted amplitude, ψ c (z), is a complex number inC c . In this bundle the lifted states ψ c in the fiber are not associated with any point of M . The fibers at each point, x, of M provide a simple localization in that ψ c,x is a local description of the wave packet in the fiber, π −1 (x). This description of wave packet localization does not take account of scalar scaling field in any nontrivial way. This can be changed by treating wave packet states as integrals over a vector field that is a section on the bundle CHR ∪ . This is much more in tune with the procedure followed in gauge theories. To achieve this one notes that the integrand of Eq. 29 is a vector valued field over M . This can be made more explicit by expressing the wave packet integral by
Here λ is a vector valued field with values, λ(y) = ψ(y)|y , inH for each y in M . One now follows the prescription from gauge theory by treating λ as a section on the fiber bundle. In the absence of scaling, for each y, λ(y) is a vector in the Hilbert space,H y , in the fiber at point y in M . In the presence of the scaling field g, λ(y) is a vector inH g(y) y at level g(y) in the fiber at y. This is the case of interest here.
The properties of λ as a section on the fiber bundle have the consequence that the integral of Eq. 32 is not defined. The reason is that, for each point y in M , the integrand, λ(y), is inH g(y) y in the fiber at y. Addition of the integrand is defined only for vectors in the same vector space in a fiber. It is not defined for vectors or scalars at different levels in different fibers. This is remedied by choice of a reference point, x, and use of the connection, defined by Eq. 20, to map integrands at points y to integrands in the fiber at x. The effect is to replace the integral over M by an equivalent local integral over φ x (M ) = R The connection first maps λ(y) inH . This is followed by a level change map of λ(y) x to a scaled vector, inH
. The net effect of the connection is described using Eq. 23. One has
Here s = g(x) and ds = g(y).
The description of the wave packet locally at x, as an integral of a scaled vector field over R 3 x , is facilitated by lifting the g field into the fiber as a scaling field over R 3 x . The corresponding field, g x , is defined by the requirement that for each y in M ,
This equation says that g x (z y ) is a number inC
that has value g(y). Eq. 33 becomes
The implied division operation in the ratio is that inC
. λ y and λ x denote the lifting of λ to vector fields over R g(x),x are shown by the horizontal arrow from fiber F y to F x . The effect of the connection is to multiply the the vector field value by g x (z y )/g x (z x ). Here g x is the scaling field g lifted to a local field, g x over R . Also φ x (y) = z y , φ x (x) = z x , and φ y (y) = u y .
The local scaled wave packet, ψ g,x can be defined as an integral over R 3 x . From Eq. 35 one has
as the final local expression for the wave packet with scaling included. Here Eq. 26 has been used.
Eq. 36 shows explicitly that ψ g,x is the local expression, in the fiber at x, of the original global wave packet of Eq. 29. The localization includes scaling. This is shown by the exponential factors, e γx(z)−γx(zx) . Note that ψ x is the localization of ψ with g a constant field. This is equivalent to no scaling effect on the wave packet.
The location, x, of the reference fiber can be changed. The wave packet, ψ g,w for another fiber location, w is obtained by replacing the subscript x in Eq. 36 everywhere by w. One can describe this by defining an operation on the fibers that maps the fiber contents at one location onto those at another location on M. This in essence a translation operation on the fibers.
Let M(w, x) be an operator that maps contents of the fiber at x onto those at w. The action of M(w, x) on the state, ψ g,x is defined by
Here z w is the point in R 
Momentum space representation
As is well known in quantum mechanics, states can be expressed as wave packets over either position space or momentum space. These representations are equally valid. Also they can be transformed into one another. Fiber bundles, along with connections, can be defined separately for each of the two types of representations. One representation has fibers at momentum positions, p, in a momentum space manifold. The other representation has fibers at positions, x, in a position space manifold. One can also describe position representations of a wave packet in the fiber at momentum p. Conversely one can describe momentum representations of wave packets in a fiber at position, x. An example of this is the momentum representation of ψ g,x in a bundle fiber at x.
A suitable fiber bundle for this example is given by
Here M is the position space manifold. The fiber at x is given by
Here P 3
x is the representation of momentum space in the fiber at x. The position space representation of ψ g,x in the fiber at x is given by Eq. 36. As before g is the scaling field. The momentum representation of ψ g,x is obtained by use of momentum completeness relations in Eq. 36 to obtain ψ g,x = e −γx(zx) (2πh) 3 x x dp x dq x |p x p x |e γx(z) |q x q x |ψ x .
The contribution of e γx to the momentum distribution is given by
The subscript, x on the momentum variables indicate that they are momenta in P 3 x in the fiber at x. The amplitude for the unscaled state in the fiber at x to have momentum q x is ψ x (q x ).
This result shows that, for the momentum representation of ψ g,x in the fiber at x, one cannot define a momentum representation of the scaling field, g x , that is independent of ψ. The two are connected by the convolution integral over q x . This is quite different from the space representation where the scaling factor and ψ appear as a product of e γx(z) and ψ x (z).
If both the real and imaginary parts of γ x (z) are very small for relevant values of z, then one can write e γx(z) ≈ 1 + γ x (z). This gives
Local nonrelativistic quantum mechanics
It is evident that nonrelativistic quantum mechanics can be described locally in the fibers at different positions in M . Additional mathematical structures can be added to the fibers as needed.
In absence of scaling, momentum and kinetic energy operators have their usual definitions inside a fiber. In the fiber at x they are defined bỹ
The derivatives in these operators are defined on R 3
x . The operators in the fiber at x can be combined with potentials in the fiber at x to define Hamiltonians. For one body potentials the Hamiltonian has the usual form
The Schrödinger equation has the usual form
In the absence of scaling, Eqs. 43 are valid even though the momentum operator, as a space derivative, is the local limit of a nonlocal operation on M . This also describes the special case in which the scaling field, g is constant everywhere. For more general cases where g is not constant, the g field does affect the momentum. This can be seen from the usual definition of the action of the momentum operator on a wave packet asp
This derivative is defined on M . Mapping this definition into the local mathematical structures in the fiber bundle CHPR ∪ has the same problem as does the definition of derivatives in gauge theory Lagrangians. The subtraction of ψ g (x + dx j ) from ψ g (x), implied in the definition of the derivative
(limit dx j → 0 implied) is not defined because the terms to be subtracted are in different fibers. The vector
. This is remedied by use of the g field connection, defined in Eq. 33, to parallel transform ψ g (x + dx j ) to the fiber at x. The resulting derivative is given by
Here ψ g (x + dx j ) x is the same vector inH
Use of Eqs. 26 and 27 gives
where
This result shows that localization of the global momentum operatorp to a local operator,p x , in the fiber at a point x of M introduces a gradient vector field according tõ
Here Γ x is the field in the fiber at x that corresponds to the lifting of Γ as a vector field on M to a vector field on φ x (M ) = R 3 x . It is also the gradient field of γ x . Alsop x is the usual expression for the momentum in the fiber at x. Eq. 52 is the same expression one obtains in quantum mechanics where the momentum in the presence of an external field is replaced by a canonical momentum.
3
The kinetic energy operator is treated in the same way as is the momentum operator. The usual global representation,K = p · p/2m, has the local expression in the fiber at x as
The usual component expansion gives
This result makes use of the commutation relation
Here
The usual global representation of the action of a Hamiltonian on a one particle state is given byHψ. The space representation of this as an integral over M is given bỹ Hψ = H (y)ψ(y)dy = (K(y) +Ṽ (y))ψ(y)dy.
In the presence of scaling, localization of this quantity to a fiber at x gives an expression similar to that for ψ g,x in Eq. 36. One has
The kinetic energy operator inH x (z) is given by Eq. 54. For each z in R 3 x , ψ x (z) is a vector inH
. This equation expresses the localization with scaling of the global expressionHψ. It shows the action of an operator on ψ before scaling. Another way to approach localization of global expressions is to commute localization with the operator action and consider the action of the local Hamiltonian in the fiber at x on the localized, global wave function. This is represented by the expressioñ
In this equationH x (z) has the usual form given in Eq. 44. Evaluation of the action of the kinetic energy term ofH x on e γx(z) ψ x (z) gives the result that
This shows that Eqs. 58 and 59 are equivalent in that
It follows that, even in the presence of scaling, localization of the global representation ofHψ gives the same result as does the action of the local representation of the Hamiltonian,H x on the localized, global state, ψ g,x . In other words, the action of the Hamiltonian on a state vector commutes with localization. If L g (x) represents the localization operation to a point, x, of M , then these results show that
Multiparticle quantum mechanics
The treatment of multiparticle quantum mechanics requires an expansion of the fiber bundle framework used here as well as introducing new features. This is especially so for entangled states and states of interacting systems. The simplest case to consider is that of the quantum state for two interacting particles. These can be either bosons, or fermions in different states.
Two particle entangled states
The effect of scaling on states describing the interaction of two particles is different from the results for two noninteracting systems. To see this let ψ 1,2 be an entangled state of two systems. The usual expression for this state is given by
Here ψ 1,2 (x, y) is the amplitude for finding a particle at each of the two sites, x and y. The integral is over pairs of points in M and ψ 1,2 is a vector in the global Hilbert spaceH 1,2 with associated scalars,C. Herē H 1,2 =H 1 H 2 is the two particle space that is the tensor product ofH 1 andH 2 . A simple example of an entangled two particle state is a Slater determinant state as
This antisymmetric state is suitable for fermions. For bosons the minus sign is replaced by a plus sign. In this state the entanglement is between spatial degrees of freedom. States where there is entanglement in spin degrees of freedom are exemplified by Bell states, such as
Here ψ 1,2 (x, y) can also be spatially entangled such as in a determinant or it can be a simple product state such as ψ 1 (x)ψ 2 (y). Here spin entanglement will not be considered as the main concern is with spatially entangled states. As was done in Eq. 32 for single particle states, ψ 1,2 can be written as
Here λ 1,2 is a vector valued field from pairs of points in M to vectors inH 1,2 .
The goal is to define a fiber bundle so that λ 1,2 becomes a section on the bundle. In this case, for each point pair, x, y, λ 1,2 (x, y) is a vector in the two particle Hilbert space in the fiber associated with the pair, x, y.
This can be done by generalizing the fiber bundle description for single particle states to accommodate two particle states. A suitable bundle is given by
The projection operator, π, is different from that in the previously described bundles in that it projects onto pairs of points in M. Conversely the fibers are associated with pairs of points of M instead of single points. The fiber associated with the point pair, x, y is given by The scaling field, g 2 (x, y) is a generalization of g(x) to a scalar field over pairs of locations in M. A reasonable choice for the values of g 2 (x, y) is the geometric average of the values of g(x) and g(y). That is
is the arithmetic average of γ(x) and γ(y).. Note that g 2 (x, x) = g(x). From now on the subscript 2 on g and γ will be suppressed unless required by the context. One now follows the procedure used for one particle states. The integrand, λ 1,2 is treated as a section on the fiber bundle, CHPR ∪ 2 . In this case, the integral of λ 1,2 (x, y), as an integral over different fibers, is undefined.
This problem is fixed by choice of a reference pair, v, w, of locations on M and use of a connection to parallel transform the values of the integrand in the fiber at each point pair, y, x, to the fiber at the reference point pair. The effect of the connection is expressed as a generalization of that in Eq. 35 to
The point pairs u x , u y in R 
These results can be used to give the definition of the scaled wave packet in the fiber at v, w. The result is ψ g,v,w = g
Here, and for the rest of this subsection, the subscripts, 1, 2 on ψ are suppressed. Restriction of the pair v, w to v, v achieves the result of mapping the global entangled state ψ 1,2 to a fiber at a single reference location, v, of M . This follows from the fact that a fiber at v, v in M is equivalent to a fiber at v. In this case Eq. 74 simplifies to
The integral of Eq. 75 is over pairs of points in R 
Momentum space representation
The momentum representation for the state, ψ g,v,w is an extension of that for the one particle state. From Eq. 74 one has
One can describe the momentum representation of the scaling factor and state by means of a convolution integral. This is done by expanding Eq. 77 to
Passing the z, z ′ integral to the right allows the simplification of this expression to give
In this equation
local nonrelativistic quantum mechanics
Here some aspects of quantum mechanics in fibers at point pairs in M are described. The fiber is is called local even though it is associated with two points of M rather than just one. The action of the two particle momentum operator,p 1,2 , at x, y on a scaled entangled state component at x, y is given byp
Herep 1,x andp 2,y are taken respectively to be the usual derivative expressions at x and y. This expression corrects for the effects of the g scaling field on the two particle momentum operator. It is not a description of the momentum inside a fiber. This is obtained by lifting the expression forp 1,2 to the corresponding expression in the fiber at v, w for the locations, u, z in R 3 v,w . The result is given bỹ
Herep v,w
In this equation Γ v,w (u) and Γ v,w (z) are the gradients of γ v,w at u and z.
The relation between the two particle momentum in the fiber at v, w and that given for the points, x, y in Eq. 82 is given by the requirement that for each x, y in M, the momentum value of Eq. 82 is the same as that ofp v,w 1,2 (u, z). The point pair, u, z, is related to x, y by φ v,w (x) = u and φ v,w (y) = z. The global expression for the action of a two body Hamiltonian on a state, ψ 1,2 is given bỹ
The integral is over point pairs in M . Following the same procedure as was used for Eq. 58, use of connections to localizeHψ to a fiber at v, w with scaling included gives
The kinetic energy operator for the two particles inH v,w (u, z) is given bỹ
The two body potential becomes V v,w (u, z) in the fiber.
Multiparticle entangled states
The fiber bundle description for two particle entangled states in nonrelativistic quantum mechanics can be extended to entangled states of n particles. A bundle for these states with scaling included is given by
In this definitionH c n is the n fold tensor product of single particle scaled Hilbert spaces, all with the same scaling factor, c, and π n is a one-one map of the fiber and n tuples of points in M to n tuples of points in M . For each n tuple,
Here x 1,n is short notation for x 1 , x 2 , · · · , x n . An n particle entangled state can be expressed by
as an integral over M . The differential dx 1,n is short for dx 1 dx 2 , · · · , dx n . For each value of x 1,n , the integrand is a vector inH n . The state, ψ 1,n , is mapped onto the fiber bundle by treating the integrand, ψ(x 1,n )|x 1,n of Eq. 90 as a vector field, λ x1,n , that corresponds to a level c section on the fiber bundle. In this case λ x1,n becomes a vector inH c x1,n in the fiber at x 1,n . As was the case for the two and one particle states, the integral of Eq. 90, as an integral over the section, is not defined. This is remedied by use of connections to map the integrands into a Hilbert space at a reference fiber location. Let v 1,n be the location. Here v 1,n is called a location in M even though it is an n tuple of locations.
The connection used for this case is an extension of that used in Eq. 71 for the two particle state. The action of the connection on the integrand at x 1,n , with c replaced by g v1,n , is given by
In this expression u 1,n is the tuple in R 3 x1,n in the fiber at x 1,n that is the chart equivalent of x 1,n in M . That is φ x1,n (x 1,n ) = u 1,n . Also z 1,n and t 1,n are tuples in R 3 v1,n in the fiber at v 1,n that are the φ v1,n chart equivalents of x 1,n and v 1,n . The subscripts on λ and g indicate the lifting of these quantities to local fields in the fibers whose location is indicated by the subscripts. For example, g v1,n denotes the lifting of g to ā C g(v1,n) v1,n valued scalar scaling field over R 3 v1,n and λ v1,n denotes the lifting of λ to aH g(v1,n) v1,n valued vector field over R 3 v1,n . The definition of g v1,n is an extension of that for g v,w in Eq. 72. One has
Here g v1,n (z j and γ v1,n (z j ) denote the lifting of g and γ toC
gn(v1,n) v1,n valued fields over R 3 v1,n . Also g n (v 1,n ) is an extension to n locations of the definition of g 2 in Eq. 69.
Discussion
The are many aspects of number scaling and the effects of scaling fields on quantum mechanics that should be discussed. One is the use of a complex number value structure as separate from the different scaled representation structures. This is done to make clear the distinction between number and number value. However this may not be necessary. The reason is that base set elements of representation structures automatically acquire values in any structure that satisfies the relevant axioms. Another distinct value structure should not be needed to describe this.
Representations of base set elements of complex numbers that are based on rational number representations as lexicographically ordered symbol strings over an alphabet has been briefly described. More work is needed here because these representations may provide a connection between experiment outputs as numbers and their values in different scaled representations. This suggests that the value of the scaling field at the location at which an experiment or measurement is done will affect the value associated with the measurement outcome. Note that a measurement outcome is a physical system in a specific state that is interpreted as a number. The value of the number may depend on the scaling field value at the measurement location.
The representations of quantum mechanical states of two or more systems in fiber bundles with fibers base on two or more points in M needs more work. One would like to have a single fiber bundle that includes quantum states of an arbitrary number of particles in each fiber. Here one needs separate bundles for n and m particle states. One possible way to achieve this is to expand the treatment to apply to relativistic quantum mechanics. Hopefully such an expansion would include quantum states in Fock space.
The projection of the integrand for 1, 2, · · · , n particle states as a section on a fiber bundle has the result that the magnitude of contributions of the integrand for different M locations depends on the locations and their separations. If the amplitude of the integrand as a vector field for a one particle state is very small at a location, then its contribution to the scaled wave packet at a reference location is very small. This excludes the effect of the connection in moving the magnitude to the reference location. The same argument holds for the dependence of the amplitude for two particle states on two reference locations and the distance between them.
The choice of a reference location or locations for a fiber representation of the wave packet as an integral over the section is independent of the properties of the wave packet. The location or locations can be anywhere with arbitrary separations between the locations. A Change of reference locations is a change of the location of the mathematical descriptions. It is entirely separate from any physical change or translation of the quantum state.
There is a rather philosophical reason for restricting reference locations to points in cosmological space and time that are accessible to us as intelligent observers. For reference locations such as v 1,n this includes the collapsing of v 1,n to one M location such as v j = x for j = 1, 2, · · · , n. The reason is that mathematical structures, as models of axioms, have meaning or value. They are semantic structures.
The important point is that the concept of meaning is observer related. It is based on the idea that meaningfulness or value is a local concept associated with individual observers. Mathematics in a textbook, described in a lecture, or on a computer screen, has no meaning or value until the information is transmitted by a physical medium, such as light or sound, to the observers brain. The concept of meaning or value is localized to the observers location. If the observer moves through space then the localization of meaning or value follows a path in M . Since meaningfulness or value applies to many observers, there are many points in M that are observer reference locations.
As noted before, interest in local representations of physical and geometric quantities and the attendant scaling has its origin in gauge theories. The gauge freedom in these theories requires the use of separate vector spaces at each space time point. Unitary transformations between spaces at different locations represent the freedom of basis choice in each space. Since scalar fields, as real or complex numbers, are part of the description of vector spaces, it seems natural to consider them also as localized. The freedom of choice of bases in vector spaces is expanded to include freedom of choice of scaling factors in the fields.
Since numbers play such an essential role in physics it seems worthwhile to extend this localization and scaling factor choice to other mathematical structures used in other areas of physics. This includes those structures that include numbers as part of their description. Examples include vector spaces, algebras, group representations as matrices, and many other systems. This is what is done here for complex numbers as used in quantum mechanics.
A very important open question concerns the physical existence, if any, of the scalar scaling field, g. Candidates include the Higgs boson [28] , dark matter [30] , dark energy [31, 32] , inflaton [29, 33] , quintessence [34] , etc. As noted elsewhere [7, 23] , the lack of direct physical evidence for the g field means that the coupling constant of g to fermion fields must be very small compared to the fine structure constant. This is required by the great accuracy of quantum electrodynamics without any g field components.
Some intriguing points are worth noting. If the g field has single particle excited states, then the particles would be scalar bosons, presumably of spin 0. The only particle field with this property is the Higgs boson. Is the g field related to the Higgs boson?
Another point concerns the relation of dark energy to the physical vacuum energy as expanding space time. The effect of scaling on geometric quantities as in [7, 8] is in some ways similar. As was noted, the number 0 is unique as the only number whose value is independent of scaling. In this sense it is like a number vacuum. Assume that the scaling factor is time dependent. Then the distance between points in M , as a number value inR g(x,t) , is a function of x and t. If d is a distance of two points at time t 0 , then the distance between the same points at time t 1 is (g(t 1 , x)/g(t 0 , x))d [8] . Is this related to dark energy? Answers to these and other questions is work for the future.
The lack of physical evidence for the effect of the g field in quantum mechanics, as shown here, means that the variation of the g field over the region of cosmological space and time in which experiments have been conducted is below experimental error. This is equivalent to the requirement that the vector field Γ(x), as the gradient of γ(x) be so small as to have avoided detection in the region of experiments done to date. This is the region occupied by us as beings capable of carrying out experiments and making theory predictions.
It is impossible to predict what the future will say about the g field or its gradient. However it is the case that all experiments done by us, in the past, now, or in the future, will be done in a region of cosmological space and time that is either occupiable by us, or by other intelligent beings on distant planets with whom we can communicate effectively. One estimate [35] of the size of this region is as a sphere of about 1200 light years in diameter that includes the solar system. The exact size of the region is not important. The only requirement is that it is small compared to the size of the universe.
The result of these considerations is that there are no restrictions on the properties of the g field in space and time regions outside of the occupiable one. Nothing prevents the g field from being very large with rapidly varying gradients in these regions. This applies to regions close to the big bang, about 14 billion years ago, as well as to most of the universe.
It is clear that there is much more work needed. This includes expansion of the manifold to space time to include special relativity and to a pseudo Reimannian manifold for general relativity. One may hope that these expansions will offer some clues to the physical nature of the scalar scaling field.
